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Dear iouis, 

Yesterday I received a letter from my agent in 1,ondon that, were,I a normal man, 
would be very discouraging. As you nay recall, I do not discourage easily an;' all the 
experiences of the past decade have not really discouraged me. 

I had sent him a draft of an article coning from secret Warren Comeission and 
other "Top Secret" records in my possession. Briefly, the late Senator. Russell and I 
had a confidential relationship for some years. He did not believe the basic cope ' 
clusione of the Report he signed, had made a deal with Warren and the others on which 
he was double-crossed after he eieied the bepert, eud-to;his deelne day he encouraged 
me to continue my investigation which he clearly Understood were opposed to the offiCial 
conclusion of the Comeiseion of which he was a member. He continued to express regret 
including in writing that he could not find the time to pursue this ftmether. Russell 
had forced a showdown on his doubts ienceiletely before the presses rolled an the Aeport, 
which W13 then in page proof. He believed that in doing this he established a record in 
his own interest and for posterity. In this he was deceived, deliberately, as the spooks 
do it. I put this proof in his hands and shocked him. In all his extensive public life 
he had never dreamed anything like this would or could be done. Instead, ofAhereal 
record he had made there was a counterfeit. I haVe it ellis dozens of pages of related 
proofs, all still  stamped "Top Secret." You may remember my shoeing you ether records 
that are shocking enough. There is nothing clandestine in now I obtained any. 

Gordon Harbord,pt-235 7593., Who has been a true friend and with metbooks reelly" 
tried very hard for me, rePortenp interest there, "particularly after Watergate." 
From the attitude here and my previous experiences in algland I do not doubt this for-
a minute. However, from my current mail, I also believe that as in the past, where you 
may recall your own great kindness with your own book publisher, the prevailing pub-
lisher attitude is not based on popular reaction. Rather do I believe that they would 
prefer to ignore all these sordid matters in the futile hope that if ignored they will 
all go away. My own view is that what I have been dealing with logically leads to not 
only The Watergate but to all the troubles in the world today. 	- 

It had been my hope that Gordon might be able to interest one of your more sen-
sational and better-paying publications. I would, of course, prefer responsible pUbli-, 
cation and more responsible treatment. And I write for any help you may be able to give. 
I do believe the story is quite newsworthy and because of 'Watergate more than usually 
tipical. It is really a Byzantine affair. And it can be attractively illuminated hye 
countless records all bearing the "Top Secret" stamp. 

My limitless optimism tells me that there bight also be interest in OninlanA  
Europe but I am without the capability of exploring it. In a sense, because all- this 
happened under the Democrats, there is an element of "fairness to Nixon" in it. 

Whether or not your Sunday people would be interested in this and whether or not 
you can be of help to me, I think you might like to read the piece. Gordon has it. 

Thanks for anything you may do. 

Should you make a trip to the United States, you may be interested in seeing what 
I have that has been suppressed on The Watergate, ineleding on CIA. (I am generally 
aware of the flap that began with your paper and your own comment on it. I also have 
what I still find to be amusing recollection of sinner U.S. intelligence interest in 
domestic British affairs from my own experience in 0.S.S.) It is an incredible store', 
even after all that bee come out. The worst has not and I do not expect it to in the 
near future. I possess enough of it. l'espite what you read, everyone is afraid, which 
accounts for any getting some of what I have. As an example of this fear and of the 
fact that there has been no real investigation, I cite your own page-one story on 
Lunt as a would-be assassin. i have it to fan, whose phone I used in his presence to 
also offer it to other, inclediae the Post. It and nobody else would touch it. 
cc:Gordon Harbord 	 Best regard and thanks, 

Harold Weisberg 
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